
Invasion From Planet
Vampire

A Science Fiction Comedy for Radio.
Written and Adapted for the American College Dublin, 2014

by Roger Gregg

THE CAST:

NARRATOR - A downtown radio voice Alex
COMPUTER - An IBM 5150 Daniela
CAPTAIN SANE - A space captain Suzie
ROM MANDROID - The ship’s robot Niall
CONSELOR MOONLOVE – Maternal, doting Deanna Troi Anthea 
HOAX MINSTREL - Self-involved First Officer, idiot Gavin
NURSE JUDY - Hotlips Houlihan Brittany
DERVILLA - Vampire sister #1 Emily
DERVOOLA - Vampire sister #2 Taylor
NANCY - Vampire sister #3 Olivia
CHAIRPERSON - Stuffy, stupid politician Daniela
YXILTIAN DELEGATE - Space character with gills Brittany



[CURTAIN RAISER]
  

MUSIC: OPENING ACTION THEME
  

NARRATOR:  And now The American College Dublin presents the exciting
completely TRUE fictional outer space adventures of Captain
Roslyn Sane and the reluctant crew of the Starship 'Amadan'
as they defend the galaxy from the Invasion From Planet
Vampire!!!!  (Reverb).

SFX: MUSIC RESOLVES AND NEW TENSE SUSPENSE TONE
ENTERS ....

SFX: DEBRIS FIELD 

NARRATOR: Let's join them now in a far off galaxy  where their Secret
Mission to deliver the mysterious lethal alien, Ambassador
Cube, safely to the Intergalactic Peace Conference is in
jeopardy as they drift helplessly through the  Dark Brown Hole
of Cosmic Debris.

CREW: Woahhhh…Woaahhhh… Wooaaahhhhh (all move to the right
on first woah, then to the left on second woah etc)

SFX:  Huge crashing clang of space debris impact.   
Daniela – Symbols
Olivia – metal triangle with water
Brittany – hand drum with spring
Eimear – wooden creaking stick

COMPUTER:  Space debris impact.  Life threatening collison inevitable.  

CAPTAIN:  Yes, Ship’s Computer.  Okay, everyone!  Listen up: We can't
take much more of this.  We've got to find a way to get out of 
here.  Rom !  Can you get a navigation report from your
Mandroid Circuits? 

ROM:   (HONK BEFORE SPEAKING EVERY LINE)   Yes Captain. 
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Let me open the file.  No wait,   (WARNING HONKS)  I don't
see it anywhere. I seem to have lost a lot of folders since my
last system crash.

HOAX : That's because you never pressed  Save -  you stupid, rolling
Dustbin! 

CAPTAIN:  That's enough, Mr. Hoax !    

HOAX:  He's supposed to be our ship's robot !  

ROM:  I…am a robot ?

CAPTAIN:  Now look what you've done.

 ROM:  I…am a robot ? 

CAPTAIN:  Counsellor MoonLove.

MOONLOVE:  Yes Captain ?

CAPTAIN: See that Rom doesn't Crash again.  We have enough to deal
with without his download sticking all over the floor..

MOONLOVE:  Certainly Captain.

ROM:  (HONKING ) Invalid E-X-E. I nvalid.  U-R-L not found ... not
found ... not found.   

MOONLOVE: Oh, Rom you poor thing…
 
ROM: I am a robot ?

MOONLOVE:  Of course, silly. You are a wonderful special robot.
 
ROM:  I am special ?

MOONLOVE:  Oh very special- just look at your little trolley wheels. (TROLLY
WHEELS – Anthea)   See ?   Everyone loves you.  Here let me
hug you.
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SFX:  CRUNCHING METAL CAN - Anthea 
  
MOONLOVE:  Now dry those tears .  You'll only rust yourself and lord knows

where the oil can is.   And just ignore dysfunctional Mr. Hoax.

ROM:  First Officer Hoax is inadequate.

MOONLOVE: Yes, well, I’m sorry Rom, but Mr. Hoax is just a bit concerned
that he's going to die in a few moments. 

CREW MBRS: WOAAAAHHH... 

SFX:  KEYBOARD AND STORM BUILD UP A HUGE CLANGING
CRASH AGAINST THE SHIP.   GONG STRIKE (by Olivia.
RESUME NORMAL SHIP NOISES.

COMPUTER:  Hull intergrity compromised.  Life support systems down in
Decks 4 and 5.  Toilets broken in Sector 7.  

MOONLOVE:  Ahhh!  Not the toilets!

CAPTAIN:  Rom !  I need that  Navigation Report  NOW !!

ROM:  Yes, Captain.  I just have a bit of net congestion.  (COUGHING
TO CLEAR HIS CHEST)   Buffering   ...  buffering.

HOAX:  You see ?    What good is carrying around all the recorded
Data of the Universe  when we can't access any of it because
Rom doesn't know his own passwords ?!?

CAPTAIN:  Mr. Hoax, return to whatever it is you do around here.

HOAX:  I am the First Officer, Captain.  The handsome dashing
'Number One,' with my chest bursting through my unbuttoned
frilly shirt with the big puffy sleeves.   See and there's my little
chair, right next to your big chair.   Captain Roslyn Sane's
Chair...   Your extra big chair with the Padded leather head
rest, reclining, swivelling this way and that way and this way
and that way   (SFX:  fishing rod – Alex.   SHIP/STORM
NOISES STOP.) 
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(SINGS)
You know you will love me.
When you see me sitting there.
When a real man’s in command
In the Captain’s chair.

[SEVERAL CREW JOIN IN]

Lean back on the padded head rest. 
As you squeeze my manly chest.
All that passionate pushin’
When you’re with me on the cushion.
Running your fingers through my hair.
As we float in space atop the Captain’s chair

SFX: CHAIR SQUEEK

CAPTAIN:  Stop singing!   Everyone stop singing!   (SFX: RESUME SHOP
NOISES.)    This is the ship’s Bridge and you’ll act accordingly!
And you Mr. Hoax!   Let go of my chair.

SFX:  CREAKY CHAIR SWIVELLING 

HOAX:  But I am the The First Officer… [SINGS]  the First to dream, to
reach out into space ... ? 

CAPTAIN:  Shut up,  Mr. Hoax!   And contact sick bay and find out if the
Ambassadors Cube is OK! 

SFX:  SPACE DEBRIS IMPACT

HOAX: But captain, I’d rather not ---

CAPTAIN: Just do it, Hoax!!

HOAX: Sick bay!!   Sick bay!!   Hello?

NURSE JUDY: [SMALL SPEAKER]  Yes, sick bay here

HOAX: Who is this?
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NURSE JUDY: This is Nurse Judy.  Hoax, is that you?

HOAX:  Oh, Nurse Judy?   (GOES INTO GERMAN ACCENT)  This is
Dr. Icon.  Oh, you are za beautiful, really hot Space Nurse in za
really tight mini-skirt.

NURSE JUDY:  Yes, Doctor.   ALL of us Space Nurses wear really tight
mini-skirts.  Even the MALE Nurses.  

HOAX:  Ah, Ya.   I see.  Listen my leibchen,  I don’t know if you know
this, but vee are going to all die here in space in about … How
many seconds do we have?

COMPUTER:  Probability of Disintegration in 40 seconds.  

HOAX:  Ah, thank you.   40...seconds vee are going to die.  

NURSE JUDY:  Oh, really?  

HOAX:  Yes, it’s very bad.  So I am thinking…

NURSE JUDY:  Is that selfish, sexist, lowlife scumball there with you on the
bridge?

HOAX: Lowlife ?  

NURSE JUDY:  Puffy-sleeved shirt?

HOAX: Oh, you mean the really handsome Mr. Hoax?  Ya, he is here.

NURSE JUDY:  Well, will you please tell him that I will never, never, forgive him
after what he did…

HOAX:  Ya,  vee can do dis… 

CAPTAIN:  HOAX?!!!

HOAX: Nurse Judy,  I’m afraid I have to go now.

NURSE JUDY:  You will tell Hoax?. 
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HOAX:  Ya.. Ya…

NURSE JUDY: Because I want him to die, I want him to die screaming in
agony

HOAX:  Of course.   Ya....

NURSE JUDY:  I want him to suffer, the way he made me suffer. I want his
heart torn out and ripped to shreds because that’s what he did
to me…

HOAX: Sure…  But I have to go…

NURSE JUDY:   Do you know what he did?   Do you?

HOAX:  No, but I …

NURSE JUDY:  And it was On the Captain’s Chair!  (breaks down)  On her
chair??!!!  Can you believe that???   He said that he loved me
and that he would …

CAPTAIN:  On my chair?!!  (SFX: SWIVELLING – fishing rod)

HOAX: Oh - Oh ..

CAPTAIN:  Wait a minute!!  Nurse Judy, this is Captain Sane.

NURSE JUDY:  Oh.  Hello, Captain.  I’m sorry ... I didn’t want to ... not on your
chair …  but Hoax is …

CAPTAIN:  Yes.  I know what Mr. Hoax is.  We ALL know what Mr. Hoax
is …  

NURSE JUDY:  I just … I trusted him …

CAPTAIN:  Yes, I know….   But listen, Nurse Judy,  I don’t care about that
right now.  You have Ambassador Cube with you in Sick Bay?

NURSE JUDY:  Yes, Captain.  The Ambassador Cube remains safely
contained within her containing Cubical Containment Cube.
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CAPTAIN:  Good.   Now…  No matter what happens, Nurse, you must
contain the Ambassador safely within that Cube.  Under no
circumstances can she be let out.  The Ambassador’s voice is
so …so… weirdly wildly wonderfully hideous that the mind of
anyone who hears her voice turns to babbly jelly.

NURSE JUDY:  Well, her Cube does say “Do Not Open” ....

CAPTAIN:  Indeed.   The future peace of the Galaxy depends on us getting
her safely to the Pangalactic Space Peace Conference.  

NURSE JUDY:  I will, Captain.  You have my word.  

CAPTAIN:  Good.   “Do Not Open”  - Engage it and make it thusly so.

NURSE JUDY:  What?

CAPTAIN:  Just … just do it. 

NURSE JUDY:  Yes, Captain.   But I just want you know that I hope we all live
through this so I can kill Mr. Hoax.  

[NURSE JUDY ARUPTLY CUT OFF]

MOONLOVE:  Poor Nurse Judy has such issues. 

SFX Crash-  Symbols.  Water triangle

COMPUTER:  Warning!   Gravitational Whirling Downward Spiral !

SFX SQUEAKY HORN OF A WARNING SIGNAL 

Warning!   Gravitational Whirling Downward Spiral !

CAPTAIN: Oh, no.   Now what ?

ROM:  It's the Gravitational Whirling Downward Spiral Warning.

SFX: A SLOW STEADY “DOWNWARD SPIRAL” CRASH DIVE
SEQUENCE BEGINS
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HOAX: The Downward Spiral Warning!?
  
MOONLOVE: We're being pulled towards that Mysterious dark planet.

CAPTAIN:  Computer!

COMPUTER:  Yes, Captain.  

CAPTAIN:  Inititate our ah… those big things…

COMPUTER:  Big Things?

CAPTAIN:  You know, those big retro-rocket things for crash landings…  

COMPUTER: Please properly identify ship process you wish to initiate.  Press
One for Shield defense.  Press Two for Account and Billing
Inquiries.  Press Three for Velocity Control.  Press Four for
Viewer magnification.  Press Five for…

CAPTAIN:  Stop!   Stop!!!   Computer!! Just Turn on The Things!!! 

COMPUTER: Please hold while we attempt to process your request…. I’m
sorry that’s not a correct command issue.  Please hold…. 
{TINNY MUSIC BEGINS}   Your inquiry is very important to
us…   Please hold…. 

[COMPUTER & TINNY MUSIC CONTINUE UNDER IN
BACKGROUND]

CAPTAIN:  What ?   No !!!  

MOONLOVE:  Maybe we should look in the ship’s manual?

HOAX:  Where is the compartment box?  

CAPTAIN:  Rom, what are those things called?

ROM:  The electrical ventricle particle percolators...

CAPTAIN:  Yes!   That’s it!   Computer?   Computer?   Look Computer, I’m
starting all over again.  Computer?
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COMPUTER:  Yes, Captain?

CAPTAIN:  Computer, please initiate our electrical ventricle particle
percolators.

COMPUTER: Yes.  Captain…[BROKEN NOISES] ... Captain the electrical
ventricle particle percolators have been damaged and cannot
produce enough thrust to break free.  

CAPTAIN:  Alright then….  Everyone.  We're going to have to make a
“controlled descent.”

HOAX: A “controlled descent” ?  You mean 'Crash' ?!!   I'm going to die
... out here … in space … alone … without [SINGS]  touching a
woman as beautiful as the stars in the singles Bars on Mars
where .…

SFX:  BUMPY RIDE B EGINS AND CRESCENDOS 

CAPTAIN:  Shut up, Hoax !    Everyone grab hold of something !   We're in
for a bumpy ride.

SFX: BUMPY CRASH DIVE, SWELLS 

MOONLOVE: I knew I should have worn low heels today !!! 

HOAX:  We're crashing !   I’m going to be killed !!   Killed !!   Killed!!

SFX: CRASHING ON PLANET WITH SOME PANICKING
 SCREAMS AND SHOUTS FROM CREW.   GONG 

CRASHING AND SPINNING TO GROUND FOLLOWED BY A
BRIEF MOMENT OF SILENCE.

COMPUTER:  The ship has landed.

CAPTAIN:  Yes, Computer, we’re aware of this. 

HOAX:  I've torn the ruffles on the front of my puffy sleeved shirt.

MOONLOVE:  Blouse.   It's a blouse.
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HOAX: It's a shirt.

CAPTAIN:  Rom, how are you ?

ROM:  I continue on-line, but I'm afraid I've downloaded.

SFX:  STICKY SLURP NOISES 

HOAX:  OH, God !    It is oozing everywhere.

MOONLOVE: Oooh, and It's all gummy.

ROM:  I apologize,  everyone.    My O.S. was never properly installed. 

CAPTAIN;  It's okay,  Rom.   Computer.  Give me a damage report. 

COMPUTER: (SFX:  old time typewriter/clicking)  Ship's percolators
undamaged.  Hull integrity intact.  Candy vending machine
vandalized.  

CAPTAIN:  Good.   At least the ship's okay.   What about the crew ?.

COMPUTER:  13 fatal injuries. 48 desertions during the wacky crash dive
sequence.  Recommend that plot moves forward into Second
Act.  

CAPTAIN: Right.  Let’s move this plot forward…

HOAX:  So ... everyone is dead or jumped off the ship?  

MOONLOVE:  That leaves only us, doesn't it ?  That’s a bit scary. 

CAPTAIN:  Hmm.  You may be right,  MoonLove.   Computer.  How many
crewmen are left in the Expendable Character Unit ?

COMPUTER:  There are ….(SFX: CLICKING)… Zero crewmen in the
Expendable Characters Unit.

CAPTAIN:  Oh my, that's a violation of the Prime Narrative Directive of
Scientific Fictions and Fictional Scientists.  
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COMPUTER:  Correct. ... (SFX: CLICKING)  The problem is now rectified. 
Five Crewmembers are now re-designated as 'Expendable'.

HOAX:  Ohhh!  That's a relief.

CAPTAIN:  Just a moment.  Computer, who are the Five crewmembers
now designated as expendable ?

COMPUTER:  The following officers have be re-designated as Expendable:
Ship's Morale Officer MoonLove.  Ship's Surgeon.  First Officer
Hoax Minstrel.  Ship's Captain Roslyn Sane and Ship's Robot
Rom Mandroid.

MOONLOVE:  Does this mean we're going to die ?

CAPTAIN:  Uhm… well… yes.

HOAX:  What ?  I can't die - I'm the Romantic Male Lead.   I'm
supposed to score in every adventure and I haven’t yet.

MOONLOVE:  What about Nurse Judy?

HOAX: Nurse Judy?

MOONLOVE: In the Captain’s chair?  Last night.  

HOAX:  But ... I … we … it was only … She …

SFX: BRIEF TRANSITION MUSIC LINK.   ROLLED GONG. 
PLANET SURFACE AMBIENCE.  EERIE WIND.  OWLS
HOOT.  DISTANT HOWLS.   CYMBAL SWISHES. 
BUBBLING.  DEEP OMINOUS HUM, ETC.

NARRATOR:  And so Captain Sane and her crew have been forced to land
on a Mysterious Dark Planet in the Dark Brown Hole of Cosmic
Debris.   Now, as Captain Sane, Counselor MoonLove and
First Officer Hoax Minstrel look on from behind the plate glass
of the viewing window, Robot Rom Mandroid scans the surface
of this strange uncharted planet !

ROM: My sensors are picking up something . 
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MOONLOVE: Look!   Appearing through the fog!

HOAX:  Wow !!   Where did that come from ?  

ROM:  It's very strange.  That structure was not there a moment ago.

CAPTAIN:  Rom, what is it?

ROM: An ancient fortress perched on a craggy mountain top.

HOAX:  Oooh!   It’s a creepy castle !

ROM:  I am detecting strange movements inside the structure.

CAPTAIN:  Right.  Everyone follow me.  We’re going to investigate. 

(MUSIC: TRANSITION MUSIC )

NARRATOR:   And so with their Top Secret Mission to deliver the alien
Ambassador Cube safely to the Space Conference at the
American College Dublin, temporarily on hold, Captain Sane
and her Crew journey through the thick fog until they reach the
ominous front door of the mysterious castle perched high on
the craggy mountain top.

CAPTAIN: Ok, everyone, we’re here.  Now let me do the talking.

SFX: DOOR OPENING – Emily CREEK – Eimear

ROM:  The door has opened.

CAPTAIN:  Yes.  Everyone stay together. Let’s go in!

SFX: OUTSIDE AMBIENCE ENDS.  FOOTSTEPS AS THEY
ENTER – Gavin and Suzie

MOONLOVE: Oh my this is like a huge ballroom!!    A mirror ball and flashing
disco floor and everything!

CAPTAIN:  Just relax, Moonlove.  
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HOAX: Look.   The banquet table has been set.   Wow,  three different
kinds of forks !   

CAPTAIN:  Yes, but where are the Aliens ?

(music que – 732 synth – alex)

HOAX:  Look !   Floating down the huge sweeping staircase !!

CREW Ooooh!

CAPTAIN:  It's three strange exotic women. 

HOAX:  They’re beautiful !!! 

MOONLOVE: Oh, my god.   Look at their boots !!  Oh, and those shiny black
bat-wing satin capes and chalky white skin and ebony lipstick.  

HOAX: Wow.  Hot Goth chicks!! 

(music ends)

DERVILLA: I am Der- vil-la.   

DERVOOLLA:  I am Der-voo-la.

NANCY:  And I am… Nancy!

MUSIC STING. 

CREW:  Gasp!  

THE THREE:   We bid you welcome. 

CAPTAIN:  Thank you.  I am Captain Roslyn Sane and this is my crew.  

DERVILLA:  Yes, we know.  

DERVOOLA: How fortunate that you have found your way to us.
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NANCY:  It is so seldom that we have any large visitors with so much
life….

TENSION CRESCENDO.

DERVILLA: fluids.

DERVOOLA: Fluids.

NANCEY:  fluids.

HOAX:  Fluids?

THE THREE:  Fluids.  

CRESCENDO CLIMAX. 

CHILDREN OF THE NIGHT:  [IN DISTANCE]  Hoooooowwwlllll!!! 

SFX: A BRIEF WOLF HOWL, THEN ENSEMBLE BLENDING
TOGETHER TO PRODUCE A CHORD OF WOLF HOWLS -
Eimear

DERVILLA: Ah … isten to them.  

DERVOOLA:  The Children of the Night.  

NANCY:  What mu-u-u-sic they make.  

HOAX:  Music?

NANCY:   Yes.   That is their latest hit single. 

MOONLOVE:  We were just admiring your Gothic decor. 

DERVILLA:  Oh, what do you think ?

CAPTAIN:  It's  … different.  

DERVOOLA: Dark shadows,  Cold stone,  Spider webs,.
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NANCY:  All blended together to produce a  decrepit, dank, dark, damp
decaying dungeon,  blissfully bound bondage effect…like a 

MOONLOVE:  crypt.  

DERVILLA: Stop, Counsellor Moonlove!   You are too kind.

MOONLOVE: You must give me the name of your interior designer.

DERVOOLA: Oh,  it’s a pity ... you just missed him.

MOONLOVE:  Oh?

NANCY:  Yes.  We had him here for dinner last night.

DERVOOLA:  A man of great taste.

DERVILLA:  Yes,  he tasted very good…

THE THREE:  EVIL LAUGH…(Cut at same time)

MOONLOVE:  What?

DERVILLA:  Captain Sane, may we offer you a drink.

CAPTAIN:  Why, thank you.  

(S.F.X. Cork from bottle- Olivia.  Wine pouring. Clicks of glasses )

DERVILLA: Here you are Captain.  It is a very old wine.

CAPTAIN:  Aren't you drinking?

DERVOOLA:  Oh no…

DERVILLA:  We never drink…

NANCY:     wine. 

CAPTAIN:  No ?
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DERVILLA:  No,  We prefer .. this rich, thick, 

DERVOOLA:  ooozing…

NANCY:   sticky sweet…

DERVOOLA:  life giving…
 
TENSION CRESCENDO.

DERVILLA: fluid.

DERVOOLA: Fluid.

NANCEY:  ‘fluid’.

HOAX:  Fluid?

THE THREE:  Fluid. 
 
CRESCENDO   STING.

SFX: LARGE GLASS RAPIDLY FILLED

CAPTAIN:  Oh ? …

DERVILLA: Let us drink to you and your crew, Captain Sane, and all your
sweet aromatic bouquet of delicious … fluids. 

CAPTAIN:  To our  … 'fluids'.  

ALL:  Fluids…

GLASSES CLINK

DERVILLA:  We have prepared some food for you.

CAPTAIN:  Oh?  Thank you.

DERVOOLLA: Yes If we could all take a seat around the banquet table. 
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(SFX: Chairs squeaking as everyone sits down. Banter –
everyone speaking to each other)

DERVOOLA:  Now, I hope everyone likes Vermin -  (SFX Paper bag)

NANCY:  They  are very good this year.

CAPTAIN:  Vermin ?

DERVILLA:  And flies ... for dessert. (SFX plastic bag)

HOAX:  Hey, everyone   Look at me in this big chair!
 
SFX CHAIR AND METAL SHACKLES 
 

Look, it comes with thick metal wrist bands ! 

SFX: CLICKER - Daniela

DERVILLA:  That is our smoking chair.  

HOAX: It's even got  a reading  lamp that fits snugly right over my
head !!   (SFX of clicker)

ROM: Mr. Hoax, I am detecting a large electrical surge building up.   I
suggest you remove yourself from that chair at once.

HOAX:  You're just jealous, Rom. 

CAPTAIN:  Mr. Hoax you better do as Rom says.

HOAX:  This chair is even bigger than your chair Captain [SINGS]  Oh, I
wouldn't care if I had such a chair with a swaggering air that
attracts all the stares and jealous glares Yes up on their ends
would stand all my hairs when I flick this switch…

SFX: alex 668 – Follow me – Synth on keyboard. Suzie on 
resonance and cutoff dial. Huge crackling electric shock 
buzz noise accompanied by Hoax's scream. followed by  a 
couple beats of a steaming hiss - Gavin. )
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DERVILLA: You see why we call it the “smoking chair.”  

CAPTAIN:  Yes.

HOAX:   Ohhhhhhh    hot…burns..… 

ROM:  Mr. Hoax has toasted over 34 % of his body. 

DERVOOLLA: How terrible.  

NANCY:  We are so very, very sorry.  

DERVILLA: Mr. Hoax, here.  Permit us to help you.  

(S.F.X. Hoax is helped to stand)   

DERVOOLA:  Yes…In fact…Come out to the balcony alone with us.  

NANCY: We will give you something to ease your pain.

DERVOOLA:  We have a special treatment for just such a “mishap.”  

HOAX:  Oh yes… thank you.

DERVILLA: Please excuse us everyone.  We shall only be a few moments.  

CAPTAIN:  Yes.  Alright.  … 

SFX: Keyboard – eerie.  Door opening and closing.  Footsteps – 
Gavin

ROM:  They have taken Mr. Hoax outside.

CAPTAIN:  Good, we're alone. (whispering)  There's something strange
going on here. Something unnatural.  MoonLove, what do your
Empath powers tell you ?

MOONLOVE:  Well, anyone who can strut like they do in their 7 inch stilettos –
has got something going on. 

CAPTAIN: Yes.   What about your sensors, Rom ?
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ROM: (SFX: beep beep)   Dervilla, Dervoola or Nancy do not make
any resonant Mirror Signatures on my Life Form Reflection
Detector. (SFX: beep beep) 

CAPTAIN:  What does that mean ?

ROM:  They are technically Non-Living Life Forms.

CAPTAIN:  Right.  Non-living Life Forms. This means Our Alien Hosts are
not what they seem.

MOONLOVE:  Why?  What do they seem?  They seem very creepy – are they
not creepy?

CAPTAIN:  Sssshh… Look, just no one say a word about our “Secret
Mission.”

SFX: Brief conclusion Music.  Outdoor wind and strange
animals in the far distance  alex – 124 – rock organ 1 
Brittany SFX wobbling mirror throughout

DERVILLA:  Poor Mr. Hoax.  

DERVOOLA: Yes.  Poor Mr. Hoax.

NANCY:  Now that you are all alone with us out here on the balcony, we
can give you the attention you need.

HOAX:  Thanks.   I'm just a bit singed.  

DERVILLA: Yes, you are still smouldering. 

DERVOOLA:  I know,  let us wrap our capes tightly around you.   Like this….

SFX: COATS

HOAX: O, my…

NANCY:  Yes, and together we all shall extinguish the flames.

DERVILLA: Oh, Mr. Hoax… We are like a little sausage roll..
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DERVOOLA:  With yourself squirming in the middle… 

NANCY:  Stewing in your little juices… 

SFX: MOANING.  RUSTLING CAPES.  SIZZLING SAUSAGE. 
VOICES OF DERVILLA, DERVOLLA  AND NANCY & HOAX,
NOW VERY CLOSE/INTIMATE.

DERVILLA:  Aaaaah, now isn’t this nice ?

HOAX: Yes.  Aaaaaah.  That's a lovely cool sensation.  Your black
leather skin-tight suits are like … ice.

DERVILLA: Yes… Ice.  

DERVOOLA:  You are feeling relaxed ?
    
SFX:  HYPNO MUSIC CREEPS IN FAINTLY.   Alex Synth 732 on

keyboard (volume low)

HOAX:  Well ... yes, relaxed in some ways and quite excited in others.

DERVILLA:  Yes.  That's right.  

NANCY:  The moment we saw you,  Mr. Hoax, so dashing in your red
satin open-necked frilly blouse,  I…

HOAX:  Shirt. 

SFX: Alex que to stop music

NANCY: What ?

HOAX:  It's a shirt with puffy sleeves..

DERVILLA:  Yes, of course .  A shirt.  Mr. Hoax wants us to call it a “shirt.”

DERVOOLLA:  Yes.  ‘Shirt’, ‘top,’ ‘jumper,’ ‘jersey,’ ... whatever…

HOAX: Shirt.  It’s a shirt. 
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DERVILLA:  And ‘shirt’ it shall be. 

NANCY:  Oooh… I can feel your warm Heart pumping wildly as it
circulates the sweet bouquet of your ...

TENSION CRESCENDO.

SFX:  Alex 124 organ on keyboard (make sure volume is up)

DERVILLA: fluids.

DERVOOLA: Fluids.

NANCEY:  fluids.

HOAX: Fluids?

THE THREE:  Fluids.  

CRESCENDO STING.

SFX:   hypno tingle sound heightens 

HOAX:  (gulp)  Yes, my …'fluids'.   Oh…

DERVILLA:  What's wrong,  Mr. Hoax ?
 
HOAX:  Oh my…. I feel …dizzy. (Hoax enters Trance)

DERVILLA:  Dizzy 

DERVOOLA: But  Cooperative?.

HOAX:  [IN TRANCE]   Yes, I am… cooperative. 

SFX:  SONG.  INTERLUDE.  THE THREE SING ALTERNATE
LINES.  HARMONIES ON THE CHORUS.  OTHER VOICE
CAN ALSO JOIN IN ON CHORUS SECTION AND AAAAH
CODA.  PLAY OUT
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Fair.  So Fair.  
Far fairer than the evening air
Here. Here is your bliss.  
Waiting in our lips.
This eternal night is ours 
Clad in a cloak of a thousand stars.
Now and forever more.
We’ll be your paramour.
When you lay here with me
Infernal estacsy
Taste our tongues 
so cold and numb
Find in our phantom eyes 
all that you fantasize
We’ll chain you so 
You can’t let go
Hold a face that launched a thousand ships
Hold us close and finally grace our lips with
A kiss.  This kiss.  
Shall grant wings to your soul
See.  See  where it flies…

SFX:  Guitar continues softly.  

NANCY:  He is under our spell. 
 
DERVILLA: Here, Mr. Hoax.  Hold still while I insert this tube in you.

HOAX:  That's usually what I say.

SFX:  A PLUCK NOISE - Suzie

DERVILLA: So, tell us ... what really brings you to our planet ?

SFX:  SUCKING THROUGH STRAW NOISES - Emily

HOAX:  Well, we're on a super Top Secret Mission  to deliver this weird
Ambassador Cube,  whose cube can't ever be opened because
she is so weird looking that one look at her and your brain
totally freaks out ... or something like that.  I wasn’t really
paying attention.
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DERVILLA:  Yes,  go on.

HOAX:  Well, we're taking the Ambassador to the Intergalactic Peace
Conference at the’Smock Alley Theatre’ Dublin, Ireland, where
the  leaders of loads of  Class M planets are gathered.  All
these worlds are filled with life forms who have 'fluids' like me.

SFX:  STRAW NOISES STOP

DERVILLA:  Really ?  Many planets with …'fluids' ? 

HOAX:  Yes.  All gathered at the Intergalatic Peace Conference on
Earth, at the ‘Smock Alley Theatre’ in Dublin, Ireland.

DERVOOLA:  You just said that…

HOAX:  Yes.  I repeat myself.   

DERVILLA: My sisters,  do you see? 

NANCY:  If one were to control this space Conferencet, they could…

DERVOOLA:  Take over all the planets. Yes.   And gain all the rich, thick life
giving …

TENSION CRESCENDO
 
DERVILLA: 'fluid'.

DERVOOLA: Fluid.

NANCY:  fLuid.  

CRESCENDO ENDS.

SFX:  Suzie pop mouth - a pop as tube is removed 

DERVILLA:  Thank you, Mr. Hoax.  You've been most helpful.  

DERVOOLA:  Mr. Hoax,  you will now resume your normal level of
sub-standard consciousness, 
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NANCY:  You shall remember none of this.  

HOAX:  (exiting from trance)   Huh ?  Oh yeah.  Now that we're in
each other's arms .... (passionate Kiss)   Here,  hold still while
I insert this.…

DERVILLA:  Oh, my.   I'm afraid  this will have to wait.  There is your crew..

HOAX:  Forget them.  

DERVILLA:  No, I mean there is your crew.  See ?  

DERVOLLA:  They all have their noses pressed against the window of the
Balcony Door.  

SFX:  Banging on door

HOAX:  Hey !  Can't you guys leave me alone ?  I'm the romantic lead,
remember?   This is my function !!

DERVILLA:  Go back inside,  Mr. Hoax.  

DERVOOLA: We will join you in a moment.  

HOAX:  But we only…

NANCY: Later,  Mr. Hoax….  Later we can explore your function more
fully. 

HOAX:  Right.  (SFX: Hoax moves away, opening doors.  )  Alright.
You guys can all stop panting now..  (Door Closes )

SFX: “'Bats” quickly flying in noises with umbrella flapping  and
high pitched squeaks 

DERVILLA:  Heh heh, Quickly, sisters.  Let us take to the wing!  (SFX:
Brittany umbrella flapping)  Now, prepare our Pheromone
Hypno Spray.

DERVOOLA:  Yes, Nancy.   Test the spray.
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SFX: SPRAYING NOISE  

NANCY: There.  It’s set and ready to go.  

DERVILLA: My sisters, soon  all the 'fluids' of the Galaxy will be within our
grasp  !!

   
EVIL LAUGHTER from Dervilla, Dervoola and Nancy.

MUSIC: TRANSITION LINK

SFX:  Interior of Castle Hall

CAPTAIN: Mr. Hoax,  how are you feeling? 

HOAX:  Well,  I was feeling okay,  until you stopped me.  

CAPTAIN:  You didn't say anything about our secret mission?

HOAX: Hey, I'm dashing First Officer Hoax Minstrel,  remember ?

MOONLOVE:  Oh, my god !   We're doomed.

ROM:  I am detecting a 2.8 Kilogram loss of Mr. Hoax's bodyweight.  
Also an unidentified 'on / off ' valve has been implanted in his
…

CAPTAIN:  Neck ! 

SFX: Sudden crash open of doors.  3 vampire sisters evil laugh

CAPTAIN: What have you weird sisters done to Mr. Hoax ?

DERVILLA: Mr. Hoax is  'on tap.’

DERVOOLA:  And soon you all will be. 

CAPTAIN:  Never !
   
NANCY:  Then we will simply spray you with our Pheromone Hypno

Spray !!
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MOONLOVE:  Look out !

CAPTAIN: Run around in circles, everyone !!
 
SFX:  COMMOTION BEGINS.   ACTION MUSIC. 

CAPTAIN: Scream .. Panic …  Knock over things !!

SFX:  CHAIR, CONE, GONG ALL KNOCKED OVER

DERVILLA: You fools !    All we have to do is fly above your heads 

DERVOOLA:  Spray them, Nancy !!

NANCY:  Gladly!!!  

SFX:  Aerosol hissing,  commotion and 'Wing Flapping'

CAPTAIN:  Rom !  Get Her !

ROM: Negotiate!   Diplomacy !   Bargaining !  Negotiate!   Diplomacy ! 
Bargaining !

(repeated as he SFX squeaks around the place )

CAPTAIN:  What's wrong with Rom ?  What happened to 'Crush ! Kill ! 
Destroy ! ?' 

MOONLOVE:  We programmed him for non-confrontational dialogue. 
Remember …the hypno spray.   I'm….sleepy…getting very
sleepy..

CAPTAIN:  Sleepy … very sleepy.

HOAX: I also am very, very sleepy … also..

DERVILLA: Now I simply press the robot's  Command--Alt--Escape
Buttons. !!

SFX: BUTTONS BEING CLICKED.  WHACKY TWINGS AND
TWANGS
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DERVOOLA:  And he crashes !!

ROM: (sings )  'Daisey  Daisey  Give me your answer do,  I'm sooo 
craaaazzzzieeeeee….'

SFX: PLOPPING   SPLASH   SLURPY   NOISE

DERVILLA :  Oooh.   Hmmm,  He must have downloaded when he crashed.
  
NANCY: Look at them all.  Subdued by our hypno spray. .

DERVOOLA:  And now our newly hypnotized friends shall  accompany us on
our little trip to take over the Galaxy !!!!

  
(Dervilla, Dervoola and Nancy evil laughter. )

  
 
MUSIC: TRANSITION

NARRATOR:  And so the evil Dervilla, Dervoola and Nancy, the undead
Mistresses of Darkness,  unleash their nefarious plan to drain
all the rich, thick life giving fluids from the Galaxy.  

Lets join our heroes now, several hours and three and a half 
light years later, as they awake from their trance only to find
themselves imprisoned onboard their own ship.

SFX:  Captain & Imprisoned Crew speak through hoover tubes
for 'tubed' effect

CAPTAIN:  Aaaaergh.  Where…am… I ?    

DERVOOLA:  Good Eve-nn-ing, Captain Sane.  

CAPTAIN:  What....  Is this ?   What have you done with us ?

DERVILLA: It is quite simple, really.  You are all now working behind our
bar serving drinks

CAPTAIN:  Serving drinks ?  We're not barstaff.   We're highly trained
Outerspace..techno-people.  
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NANCY: Oh no, Captain.  You misunderstand.  You and your crew are
not serving drinks.  You ARE the drinks.  

THE THREE: Ha ha aha ahahaha  Fluids!  Hahahahah etc. 

MUSIC: Short Shock Horror Sting 

CAPTAIN:  No!  No!!!   Everyone ! Wake up !!  MoonLove ! Hoax !!

MOONLOVE:  Huh ?  Oh my goodness.  Look.  I'm standing in my own clear
plastic display tube !  I feel like a Barbie doll.

CAPTAIN:  Hoax ?   Hoax !!  Wake up !!!   

HOAX:  (as if drunk )  Hic … hic .. red mist … hic … thousands of them
… little red blazing eyes …  Rats !!  Rats !!  millions of them…
all mine… hic.. for all time… hic ... stand in line… feelin' fine…

CAPTAIN:  What's wrong with Hoax … is he drunk ?

DERVILLA: Oh, yes.   He's very drunk.  

DERVOOLA:  In fact, we've been drinking him nonstop since we took off. 

CAPTAIN: You can't be serious.

DERVILLA:  Oh yes.   See ? 

NANCY: How 'bout a hot drop, Mr. Hoax ?
 
HOAX:  No please !!  I'm loyal to you Mistress.  Ooooh that's nice. 

…Aaaaaaaa – hic – aaaah…  

SFX:  a bubbling gurgling – Olivia.   Followed by a slurping straw
noise 

DERVILLA:  Sisters, let us drink a toast :  To Captain Sane and her crew for
helping us take over all the precious rich, thick life giving fluids
in the galaxy and some parts of Tipperary !!

SFX:  Glasses clink and straw slurping noises  
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CAPTAIN:  You'll never get away with this!

DERVILLA:  As usual, you are wrong.  

DERVOOLA: In a moment we shall arrive at the Intergalactic Conference in
the comfortable relaxed intimate setting of the Smock Alley
Theatre in Dublin. 

NANCY:  Once inside we shall easily gain control over the delegates with
our Pheromone Hypno Spray, 

DERVILLA:  And then it is only a matter of time before all the rich thick life
giving fluids in the galaxy…

CAPTAIN: ... And parts of Tipperary .

DERVILLA:  Huh ?  Oh yes. Tipperary, shall be ours!   

NANCY: And then we can drink and drink and drink and drink and drink
like we’re American College students in Temple Bar on a
Saturday night.

CAPTAIN:  You can't do that, it’s evil.

MOONLOVE:  I feel it's not so much 'evil' as a different value system.  Even
the scariest Monster is a  well rounded being -- Every bit as
beautiful and special as you and I.  

CAPTAIN: Well, okay, but we can't always end up as jolly friends. 
Remember that time with the Crusties in Ballydehob ?   

DERVILLA: Silence !!   

NANCY:  Save your debate for those intolerant persons who will
doubtlessly contact Rory Mc...En...taaaag...ert to complain
about this melodramatic farce. 

DERVILLA: Rory McEntagert!?

DERVOOLA:  We have a galaxy to take over !!   
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MOONLOVE:  And parts of Tipperary.

DERVOOLA:  Yes, and  parts of Tipperary.  

NANCY :  So, goodbye everyone. 

DERVILLA:  Sisters!  Let us take to the wing !! .      

SFX: LAUGHTER AND WING FLAPPING OF THE THREE AS
THEY FLY AWAY.

MUSIC: High Tension Transition 

NARRATOR:  And so, the three evil sisters, Dervilla, Dervoola and Nancy –
and yes, we've decided that they are evil ... though in a well
rounded way, fly off into the sky over Dublin to take over the
unsuspecting Intergalactic Conference.  Is this the end for
Captain Sane and her bottled crew ?   Hahahahaha . . .  No. 

CAPTAIN:  There must be a way out of this.

HOAX:  Rats … millions of rats… No, Mistress…no…!

MOONLOVE:  We' re all going to end up like Mr. Hoax if we don't do
something ...

CAPTAIN:  Wait a minute … what about Rom ?  He could get us out of
here !

MOONLOVE:  But Rom is off line.  

CAPTAIN: I have a remote Modem in the fornicator unit on my utility belt
buckle.  If I can .. just reach … down and activate it … I can
signal ... Rom's startup on his Y-Frontal lope matrix.  … uurgh
… there … I have it …

SFX: Click noise and a distant hum sound begins

MOONLOVE:  Wonderful, Captain !!
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SFX:  RUMBLING, SQUEAKY RATTLE.  WHISTLE - Daniela, 
HORN - Liv

MOONLOVE: Look over there across the room !   The litter bin in the puddle
of sticky download !!  Oh my, it's moving !

CAPTAIN:  That's no litter bin!

ROM:  (getting closer) ..verifying…verifying… I am awaiting your
orders, Captain …”Start me up.”’  (SFX Beep beep)

CAPTAIN:  Rom.  Listen to me carefully. You must break open these
display tubes we are locked in.   Can you do that ?

ROM:  Of course, Captain.  My protruding tool bar comes with 1,232
attachments.  Including a saw, scissors, large and small knife
blades, hair comb, and  the Ballymum 900 series of Steel Bolt
cutters.   Here…

SFX:  METALLIC CLANGING AND GIANT CUTTERS SNAP. 
DOOR OPENS ...

ROM:  Your door is open, Captain.  

CAPTAIN: ('tube' effect on voice gone)  Ah!  It's good to breathe our
synthetic oxygen again.  Rom, set everyone free.  

ROM: Yes, Captain.

CAPTAIN:   Now to pull out this drainage tube…  Errgh… (SFX: pop
mouth! – Anthea)   Ow !  It's out. Okay. There's not a moment
to loose.  Here's what I want everyone to do.  Moonlove, you
go and get the mysterious containment Cube containing
Ambassador Cube.  

MOONLOVE: Yes, Captain.

CAPTAIN:  Rom, you keep Mr. Hoax out of our way. 

ROM:  Yes Captain..  Here, Mr. Hoax, let me lower my tool bar around
your head.
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SFX: METAL SNAP 

HOAX:   Ow !! … oh, where I am ? Ooh my head hurts… this hangover
feels like a metal vice 

ROM:  It is a metal vice. 

CAPTAIN:  Now, I’ll gather up a pile of Rom's download.  (SFX: squishy
sound)  We're going to need it.   Now hurry up everyone.  We
have a Conference to go to !!!

MUSIC: TRANSITION ACTION 

NRRATOR:  As Captain Sane puts her daring plan into effect, the three dire
deadly dark ghoulish hot goth chick Mistresses of Eternal Night,
have arrived at the American College Dublin at the
unsuspecting Intergalactic Peace Conference where the
Chairperson is about to address the delegates.

ALL: CHAT IN CONFERENCE ROOM WITH SOME LAUGHS

SFX: BANG ON TABLE LIKE IN COURTROOM - Emily)

CHAIRPERSON: … So  Proposal Number 42  from the Irish delegation to Adopt
their Ancient law  'That No Leader Suspected of Wrongdoing
Can Be Brought to Trial because Being Suspected Of
Wrongdoing  May Lead to Trials Where Leaders May Be Tried.' 
has been unanimously passed by all of us Leaders. 

SFX: Applause  from audience & donkey going 'heehaw-
heehaw-heehaw-hee 

CHAIRPERSON:  Yes,  I see a tentacle raised by Yixtilian Delegate  from Chromo
X-4.

YIXTILIAN:  What about our Logo ?

CHAIRPERSON:  The logo ?  Yes.  On the question of the logo for our
Intergalactic Alliance.  We've narrowed it down to 67 different
colors all blended together in a spirit of Euro- one-ness to
produce a truly crappy brown.  
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YIXTILIAN:  Like baby poo ?

CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.  Like baby poo.!!!

SFX: APPLAUSE 

DERVILLA:  I have a question from the floor !!

CHAIRMAN:  What's this ?  A question from one of the three eerie levitating
women in large billowing capes and sharpened fangs.   Hello.

DERVILLA:  Hello.   Yes my question is ' How long will a Pheromone Hypno
Spray take to gain control over the minds of everyone at this
Conference ?

CHAIRPERSON:  A Pheromone Hypno Spray ?

YXTILIAN  What's a Pheromone Hypno Spray ?

NANCY:  This is a Pheromone Hypno Spray !  

SFX: Aerosol being sprayed 

CHAIRPERSON: Oh look, the mysterious gothic vampire aliens are floating
above our heads spraying a mysterious substance down on us.

YIXTILIAN:  Oh?  Was this in the programme?

CHAIRPERSON: Fellow Government Leaders, In keeping with our role as
Government Leaders I propose that we continue to passively
sit here.  But at the same time let us pass a motion resolving
that a Cautious Public Statement be [GETTING SLEEPY]
drawn up at a future meeting which voices our misgivings about
this unauthorized intrusion…zzzzzz….

DERVILLA:  Yes.  Everyone breathe In the relaxing fumes.  

YXTILIAN:  The spray, it's entering my gills !!

DERVOOLA: Be lulled to sleep.   Sleep.  
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NANCY:  Surrender your will and become docile like…

MUSIC: Lulling Hypno-music

HECKLER:  (yawning)  … Sheep…

YIXTILIAN: (yawning ) … Zombies…

CHAIRPERSON: (yawning )  … loyal Fianna Fail members…

DERVILLA:  Excellent.   

DERVOOLA: Now we can take over.  

SFX: Spraying sounds and Hypno music stops.  The audience
cue cards are in ready to be deployed.

DERVILLA:  Okay, you docile wobbling warm flesh sacks of Oozey Rich
Thick Fluids from around the known Universe ...

CHAIRPERSON (in trance)   ... and parts of Tipperary.

DERVILLA : And parts of Tipperary. How about  a a big tombstone voodoo
zombie welcome to your new leaders,  me,  Dervilla !

DERVOLLA:  And me,  Dervoola!

NANCY:  And me… For I am  Nancy!!

AUDIENCE:  Welcome Dervilla. Dervoola and Nancy. 

DERVILLA:  Who do you love and serve ?

AUDIENCE:  We love and serve Dervilla. Dervoola and Nancy.  

DERVILLA:  What would you like us to do ?

AUDIENCE: Drink our fluids !  (repeated over and over )

CHAIRPERSON:  (in trance) Please drink me first !!
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YIXTILIAN: (in trance) No drink me first !!

DERVILLA:  Thank you !  Thank you !  

NANCY:  Okay, that’s enough.  Stop chanting, please!   Stoooooop!!!

( Chanting Stops ) 

DERVOOLA:  Your chemically induced devotion is too kind.  

DERVILLA:  Okay.   We're going to pass around the document 

DERVOOLA: and special pens, 

DERVILLA:  What?

DERVOOLA:  the special pens?

DERVILLA:  Oh yes.. special pens.. You’ll all get one so you can sign away
your planet's futures …

(THEY PASS OUT PENS BANTER.)

DERVILLA:  There you are, and you,…   Oh yes,  

NANCY:  Come on some order here!!   Zombies… Make sure you pass
the pens so everyone can sign. 

CAPTAIN:  Not so fast you fluid-sucking Vampires !!!

(DRAMATIC MUSIC STING)

DERVILLA:  Ahh ... it's Captain Sane, you have escaped. 

CAPTAIN: That’s right!  

DERVOOLA:  You are too late, Captain.  We already control the minds of this
Peace Conference!!  

CAPTAIN:  Not for long!!
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HOAX:  Huh ?   What'd she say ?  

MOONLOVE:  I don't know.   I can't hear a thing..

ROM: Please remain quiet.  

DERVILLA: Attention, all you devoted Zombiefied followers.  Would you be
so kind as to  Kill Captain Sane and her Bungling Crew!!!  

AUDIENCE:  Kill Captain Sane And Her Bungling Crew !!  (repeated over
& over) 

SFX: various wacky smashes and crashes bings and boings,
plucks etc. 

CAPTAIN:  Please don't attack us !  We're trying to save you !

MOONLOVE: They are closing in all around us !!   Oh my this is an ugly
crowd.  Get your tentacles off me.

HOAX:  Rom, let go of my head !

ROM:  I am sorry, Mr. Hoax.  I can not release you until this exciting
climax is over.

CAPTAIN:  Stay back or you'll force me to open this cube !  

DERVILLA:  Ha, Ha !   What can opening a mysterious cube do now
Captain Sane ?  

NANCY:  It is too late.  We control their minds !!

CAPTAIN: Not if they don't have any minds to control!   Here goes !!

HOAX:  She's opening the Cube of Ambassador Cube !!!  

MOONLOVE: It’s the Ambassador….She’s going up to the microphone!

AMBASSADOR: Hello Dublin!!!  Hey, let me tell ya’ I just flew in from Alpha
Centari and boy are my arms tired…  Hey! What are you a
room full of Zombies?  But seriously, let’s turn those frowns
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upside down with a little number called ‘The Universe is
Cursed’ [STARTS SINGING].

Sometimes you get annoyed.
In the vacuum of the void.
When your black hole is turning brown
And you feel yourself sinking down.
With a vacant look upon your face.
As you float through aimless space.
Here, there or any place.
In the end, it ends in waste.
And in the rush we push and shove. 
That’s why we need to love!!!!
We need to love!! We need to love!! 
Come on’ everybody join in!!!

SFX:  audience is Cue-d to join in with ‘We need to love”

MOONLOVE: They’re all joining in!!

ALL SINGING BADLEY OUT OF TUNE.

AMBASSADOR: Thank you!  Thank you!!  Give yourselves a big round of
applause.  Come on, you deserve it!!  Group hugs too!!
Somebody give Rory a big hug!!  Ahhh, there you go.  Spread
the love.  Spread the love.  Life is short.  The universe is cold,
it’s dark,  it’s scary – that’s why we need each other.  I’m here
till Tuesday.  Come to the late night show – it gets a little blue.
And try the bickies -- they’re great.  They let you eat right here
in the theatre.  Well, that’s it from me.  If anyone wants me, I’ll
be in my cube. Good night!!!!

MOONLOVE:  They are all stopping.   

DERVILLA:  That horrible sound is breaking our hold over the Crowd. 

SFX: Ambassador's Sound stops.  Silence from Audience. 

ROM:  Everyone is standing still.   

CAPTAIN:  So, your evil spell is broken.
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DERVILLA: Yes, but you've reduced all the leaders of the Galaxy to
stammering indecisive nincompoops devoid of imagination with
brains no larger than a pea.

CAPTAIN: So, what else is new ?

DERVOOLA: But how … how did you avoid the Brain Shrinking sound ?

CAPTAIN:  Simple.  With this (SFX: cork popping sound) Rom's gummy
download. (SFX: putty noises)  It makes a very effective ear
plug.  Gross, but effective.

NANCY:  Hum… how clever. Like Odysseus (Odis e us) evading the
Sirens. 

DERVILLA:  So derivative. 

CAPTAIN:    Derivative, but expeditious.

DERVOOLA: Expeditious, but Reductive.

CAPTAIN:  Reductive but Minimalist.

NANCY:  Minimalist but Puerile.

CAPTAIN:  Puerile but. pragmatic…

DERVILLA:  Look, this could go on all night.  Can't we just fight or
something ?. 

CAPTAIN:  Sounds good to me.  Ha ! HA !!
 
SFX:  FIGHT.  SEVERAL SECONDS OF CRASHES BANGS,

BONGS, GONGS, GRUNTS, SHOUTS.  PHYSICAL EFFORT
SOUNDS, ETC.

NARRATOR:  And so, Captain Sane and her valiant crew boldly defend the
freedom of the galaxy and attack the Gothic Undead Invaders. 

CAPTAIN: They are too hard to catch !
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ROM:  If only I could activate my fly swatter on my tool bar!

MOONLOVE:  I told you we should have brought the U.V. tanning bed !

DERVILLA:  You fools can never catch me. 

HOAX:  Oh yeah ?  How bout this !  (SFX:  struggling wrestling effort
)   

MOONLOVE:  Hoax has caught hold of her stiletto !

CAPTAIN:  Pull her down, Hoax !

HOAX:  I've got you now.  Call my shirt a blouse will you ?  
You…see… we struggle with …sexual…undertones… because
you know you really want me…

DERVILLA:  You are wrong, Mr. Hoax.  It is I who have you.  Here 

SFX: ONE SHARP RIP

HOAX:  Ow. Hey  you ripped my shirt !  Not fair!! 

CAPTAIN:  Back off, Dervilla !! 

DERVILLA:  What are you doing ? Let me go. 

CAPTAIN:  Rom,  hold that wooden stake over her heart !!

DERVILLA:  Hissssss !! 

DERVOOLA:  Let my sister go!

CAPTAIN:  Stay back, Nancy..

DERVOOLA:  I’m Dervoola…

CAPTAIN:  Yeah okay ... Dervoola.  Stay back both of you!  Or I'll swing
this hammer down right onto the wooden stake at your sister’s
heart !
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DERVOOLA :  Very well.   

NANCY:  Aren’t you forgetting something, Captain ? 

CAPTAIN:  What's that ?
 
NANCY: The First Corollary of your precious Prime Narrative Directive of

Scientific Fictions and Fictional Scientists.

CAPTAIN: The First Corollary ?

ROM: Nancy is correct Captain.  We are sworn to uphold The First
Corollary which states that  Arch-Villains must be allowed to
escape in order to create the basis for Sequel Adventures.

DERVILLA:  Ha !  You see ?  And where would we be without sequels.

CAPTAIN:  Out of work.  I hate to do this … but I’ll let you go…  

DERVILLA:  Yes.. farewell Captain Sane.  Until we meet again

DERVOOLA:  Sisters let us fly into the night.

SFX: Flapping

THREE SISTERS EVIL LAUGHTER: Hahahahahahah

SFX: Flapping grows fainter

ROM: The three undead life-forms have escaped.  

HOAX:  Gone yes,  the Dark Queens of the Night.  But what did I,
dashing handsome, First Officer Hoax Minstrel get ? [SINGS] 
A chance to flirt.  A grope in the dirt.  My feelings hurt. A ripped
frilly shirt. …(etc. )

CAPTAIN: ( as Hoax continues singing in background )   ….Rom,
would you place a bag over Hoax's head ?

ROM: Gladly, Captain.
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HOAX:  (muffled voice barely discipherable )  Hey what are you
doing ?  Come guys.  Rom !  let go ! let me go !   (etc. ) 

CAPTAIN:  Captain's Log.  We've delivered Ambassador Cube, saved the
galaxy,  and went through a whole bunch of other weird stuff …

MOONLOVE:   Oh look, Mr. Hoax's blouse has come right off.

HOAX: (muffled )  Shirt !  It's a shirt !

SFX:  WHACK FOLLOWED BY SCREAM

CAPTAIN: The secret of our success ?  Teamwork..  

(FINAL MUSIC )

NARRATOR:  And so once again Captain Roslyn Sane and her steadfast
Crew have saved the Galaxy from certain destruction.  But will
the dastardly dark Arch-villians have their revenge ? Will the
First Corollary of  the Prime Narrative Directive of Scientific
Fictions and Fictional Scientists  be proved true ?   Will there
be a SEQUEL ???  Stayed tuned to find out !!!  But meantime.
Remember, all you sentient Carbon based life forms: Space is
just another word for Everywhere !!!!!!

 
ANNOUNCER:  CAST & CREW CREDITS ETC.

  

FINIS
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Invasion From Planet Vampire.

The Characters:

For Five Actors:

CAPTAIN ROSLYN SANE.
OPERATOR ( Outer space phone service ) 
HECKLER  ( a delegate at the Convention ) 

HOAX MINSTREL ( First Officer )
YIXTILIAN ( A delegate at the Convention from Cork )

SHIP'S COMPUTER VOICE.
DERVILLA  ( Queen of the Vampires.  Arch Villian ) 

MOONLOVE TROJAN.
NARRATOR. 

ROM MANDROID FRANKENBOT
CHAIRMAN ( the Haugheyesque Chairman of the Intergalatic Convention )

THE CHILDREN OF THE NIGHT  - played by Cast & Crew .
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AUDIENCE OF CONVENTION DELEGATES  ( prompted by Cue –cards )

FIRST SOUND EFFECTS / MUSICIAN.

SECOND SOUND EFFECTS / MUSICIAN.    

Invasion From Planet Vampire

A  Science Fiction Comedy for Radio.

by

ROGER GREGG

Xxxxxx

SONG.
HELEN’S  KISS   -  ROGER  GREGG.   C 2010.  
Cmaj7                 Fmaj7                   Cmaj 7                  Fmaj 7

Fair.         So       Fair                     Far fairer than the evening air

Em7                       Dm                  Dm7      F         G

Here, here is your bliss             Waiting in my lips. 

   
Cmaj7            Fmaj7                    Cmaj7                       Fmaj7

This eternal night is ours       Clad in a cloak of a thousand stars
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Em7                        Dm             Dm7            F      G

now and for ever more        I’ll be  your paramour

C                        C?                          C              C?       

When you lay here with me      infernal  estacsy

Am           Em7 ?         C?           Em7?
Taste my tongue      So cold and numb
      
C                   C?                         C                   C?

Find In my phantom eyes     All that you fantasize

Am                  Em7?          C?           Em7? 
I’ll  chain you so               you can’t let go 

F
Hold this the face that launched a thousand ships

G
Pull me close and finally grace  my lips with 

Cmaj7            Fmaj7          Cmaj 7                                Fmaj7

A kiss.            This kiss      Shall grant wings to your soul

Em7                                     Dm
– See,  See where it flies.....   

  
xxxxxxxxxx

 

1
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